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ABOUT THE KIDS PROJECT
The overall project objective is to foster the internationalization of the
EU children’s industry by supporting the set-up of a European
Children’s Cluster (the ESCP-4i) to uncover and exploit the most
promising international business opportunities for the children and
family markets. KIDS ESCP4i will bring together many SMEs, large
companies, research and technological partners, public authorities,
academia, etc. from different disciplines in a unique European-wide
collaborative

platform

for

internationalization.

Circularity,

digitalization, and gender-based perspective will be key players in the
project.

OBJECTIVES OF THE DELIVERABLE
In this deliverable, D3.3 SME Factsheet, Frontrunner SMEs from the
target sector and championing in the international market have been
identified

and

contacted

to

produce

factsheets

about

their

experiences and strategies. Visibility to these role models aims at
increasing the confidence and inspiration of the SME community.
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FLEXA
Denmark

COMPANY PROFILE
FLEXA

is

leading

FLEXA only uses wood from certified

suppliers of premium-class furniture and

forests with strict replanting policies.

accessories for the children’s room. All

Likewise,

products are created on a Nordic design

production and sawdust are used for

philosophy,

and

heating their factories or for resale. All

children's development is crucial. FLEXA

varnishes used are water-based and free

employs approx. 300 employees, divided

of harmful substances. FLEXA develops

into the head office in Aarhus, sales

long-term sustainable solutions that last

offices

the entire childhood and can be passed

in

one

of

where

Shanghai

Europe’s

FOCUS AREAS

functionality

&

Mumbai,

and

factories in Estonia. FLEXA sells through
its

own

shops,

Franchises,

and

all

waste

wood

in

the

on to younger siblings.

B2B

channels.

FLEXA's digital focus is its e-commerce,
where

they

communicate

and

sell

FLEXA makes products for children between

products directly to consumers. Likewise,

the age of 0-12 in the following product

they focus on social media to capture the

categories: 1) Sleep: Beds and mattresses in
modular and flexible bed systems that grow
with the child, 2) Study:

Desks and chairs

that offer children the best conditions for a
good study environment, 3) Play: Wooden
toys, that supports the development of
children through play and learning.

consumer.
"We want to expand our concept to VR
and AR. For example to give customers
a chance to place some of our products
in their rooms at home by their mobile
phone"

SUCCESSFUL INTERNATIONALIZATION STRATEGY

FLEXA

to

According to FLEXA, experience is crucial

Norway, the UK, Asia, and the Middle

to succeed in new markets, as experience

East. With these international expansions,

is a mark of quality itself which leads to

FLEXA has overcome several obstacles

credibility.

and worked on parameters necessary to

continuously adapting its range of products

plan

to several different markets, for example

a

has

currently

successful

expanded

internationalization

strategy:

To

gain

success

FLEXA

by focusing on:

Customs clearance/shipping,

Safety testing products for approving

especially outside the EU

these in several markets.

Restrictions and rules, policies,

Testing flat, transport friendly packing

international trade conditions, etc.

Ensuring a flexible and easily adaptive

Understanding the culture, market

concept, with several customization

and the product fit (SWOT).

options (color, material, accessories,

Finding potential dealers, via

etc.) and still be true to the company's

international fairs, embassies, etc.

style and quality.

is

BY GREEN
COTTON
Denmark

COMPANY PROFILE
Since

1983,

Green

Cotton

has

By Green Cotton products are based on

and

textiles

for

four parameters: price, quality, design,

children with a focus on high quality and

and environment. Therefore, all products

environmental

The

in wool and cotton are GOTS-certified.

company employs 750 people, of which

Furthermore, BGC has been involved in a

700 are responsible for the production

research project to digitize the supply

in Ukraine. The sales offices are located

chain to document the production all the

in both Denmark, Munich, and Boston.

way back to the raw material and visualize

produced

By

FOCUS AREAS

clothes

friendliness.

this for consumers on the webshop. By
By Green Cotton produces for both its

Green Cotton sees that the environmental

own and several private label brands

focus is an important parameter for

which

traditional

internationalization, especially in Europe

wholesale and distributors around the

where organic cotton, in particular, is

world.

gaining ground.

they

sell

through

At last, By Green Cotton has a focus on
gender-neutrality and considers 3 out of
four

Müsli

branded

gender-neutral.

products

to

be

SUCCESSFUL INTERNATIONALIZATION STRATEGY

Especially Danish companies need to

participate in trade fairs and meet new,

expand abroad to experience long-term

relevant

profitable

Green

recommends that companies without the

Cotton has its main market in Germany

opportunity to establish an office must

where 65 percent of sales is generated.

continuously travel to new, interesting

Furthermore, the company has expanded

markets and thereby gain insights.

growth.

Today,

By

people.

By

Green

Cotton

to the US and Japan. The company often
expands

to

demand

"(...) it's always a problem to find the

Scandinavian design, high quality, and a

right people. Every time we've had

focus on environmental friendliness from

success in a market, it's because we've

brands.

met the right people "

According

markets

Cotton,

In the future, By Green Cotton look toward

successful internationalization is about

markets such as Canada, France, and

getting

Poland.

the

to

By

that

right

Green
people

engaged.

Therefore, the company has established
an office in the US and Germany to be
present in the market,

PORÉEHAVLIK
France

COMPANY PROFILE

FOCUS AREAS

Founded in 1904 in the Val d'Oise,

All products are designed and produced

Porée-Havlik

over

in France, where a team carefully selects

generations by becoming an expert for

fabrics and materials to create collections

babies from 0 to 36 months.

The

where comfort and safety are essential, as

company employs 38 people and has a

it is crucial for the early stages of

manufacturing tool in Creuse, where all

children's growth and development.

has

evolved

logistics are located as well.
All products are in compliance with strict
The

company

offers

different

standards as Porée-Havlik set precise

brands: Babycalin and Little band which

specifications to ensure that products

are known and recognized for their

always comply with the latest standards in

quality,

force.

softness,

two

and

safety.

Furthermore, the company has been a
Disney licensee for more than 15 years.

Furthermore, all fabrics and fillings are
OEKO-TEX

100

class

I

certified,

guaranteeing the absence of chemical
substances for the baby's health or skin.

SUCCESSFUL INTERNATIONALIZATION STRATEGY

Porée-Havlik recommends the following

"Our

success

for expanding to new markets:

markets comes from the products that
we export -

in

certain

European

we essentially focus on

Understand the market well

innovative products. Whether on the

Go to trade fairs, visit local stores and

product, the style, or the materials

meet customer distributors

used, which can bring added value to

Analyze prices and potential.

the target country."

Find the right key point with your
products to bring added value to the
market.

LES
DÉGLINGOS
France

COMPANY PROFILE

FOCUS AREAS

The kids' lifestyle brand, Les Déglingos,

The environment is a strong focus at Les

was founded in 2007 and specializes in

Déglingos. The company has recently

soft toys, early learning toys, kids'

planted 1000 trees in the Vendée region

luggage, and accessories from 0 to 7

and stuffs toys with recycled polyester

years old. All products are unisex toys.

made from old plastic bottles. Though the

The company employs 10 people and

current

made 2.5 million euros in sales in 2021.

company is looking to make several

production

is

in

China,

the

products in France.
Les Déglingos primarily sell to shops
that specialize in toys, baby, luggage,

Les Déglingos sees digitalization as a

and gifts across 30 countries.

must for their business and especially
focuses

on

influencers

and

easily

accessible digital sales channels for both
consumers and sales agents.

SUCCESSFUL INTERNATIONALIZATION STRATEGY

2 years ago, just before Covid, we have

"From

decided to push the german market

company with limited economic and

where our sales were historically low. We

human resources, it is better to focus

have therefore set up a team of agents

the energy on fewer markets in an area

including

but to be persistent.

a

master

agent

to

cover

our

experience

as

a

small

Germany and Austria. That has brought us
quite few independent stores but also

The choice of the right distributor in

some big accounts to come soon. Our

one market is also very important. In

agents are also exhibiting our products at

Switzerland,

we

local trade shows twice a year which

unsuccessful

distributors

allow Les Déglingos to be taken seriously

found the right one"

in the long term. This market demands
patience.

have

had
until

3
we

JOVI
Spain

COMPANY PROFILE

FOCUS AREAS

Since 1939, JOVI has been designing

JOVI especially focuses its work on:

and manufacturing arts & crafts supplies

Inclusion by creating opportunities for

in a small town near Barcelona.

all people equally
Sustainable product development by

At first, the company provided products

offering environmentally responsible

for the artistic life of children but is

products

today relevant for the whole family.

Promoting a safe work environment

JOVI's goal is to be part of the creative

and personal growth.

stages of life, spreading the message of
creativity and learning all over the

JOVI actions work towards a positive

world.

impact on the Sustainable Development
Goals:

Furthermore, JOVI has joined the 2030
agenda, the global action plan for

#4 Quality education,

people,

#10 Reducing inequalities

the

planet,

universal peace.

prosperity,

and

#12 Responsible production and
consumption.

SUCCESSFUL INTERNATIONALIZATION STRATEGY

JOVI has a clear international vocation. In

Analyzing

France,

gaining knowledge of buying habits in

the

company

has

been

new

markets

countries

the

thereby

developing a brand strategy during the

different

last years that aims to increase brand

successful internationalization strategy.

awareness. Here, JOVI has already seen

JOVI studies new markets and their

results in the digital sphere of social

audience in-depth before developing any

media channels where the company is

marketing

increasingly known by the audiences of

company to detect and decide how to

mothers of children aged 3 to 8 years old

enter the market.

actions,

is

and

which

key

helps

to

a

the

and by preschool and primary school
teachers throughout the country.

The

biggest

adapting

the

challenges
company's

come
offer

from
and

JOVI finds the digital strategy as a key to

overcoming obstacles such as cultural

increasing end-user brand awareness,

differences, specific country regulations

along with other B2B-focused strategies

as well as managing global teams.

such as presence at trade fairs in the
sector.

DEVIR
Spain

COMPANY PROFILE

FOCUS AREAS

Devir is a board games publisher and

Devir works exclusively with social, tactile

distributor founded in Brazil in 1987.

games played in person, and an essential

Today the company is leading in the

characteristic of this activity is gender

Spanish

equality. Unlike physical activities, there

and

Portuguese-speaking

markets and is also present in Italy and

are

no

barriers

preventing

different

US working to grow in both countries.

genders from enjoying the products.

Devir employs 200 professionals, 9
companies, and more than 300 different

Moreover,

Devir

works

with

various

products including some of the best

themes that are culturally inclusive and

titles in the industry like CATAN.

contribute to a welcoming environment in
terms of gender, while treating historically

The company is established in the

sensitive topics with respect. Devir Group

imaginative universes of fiction and

strives in its communication to reflect a

fantasy, offering products that involve

transformative desire.

knowledge, culture, art, fun, and social
interaction to keep the strength of
dreams clear and alive in all of us.

SUCCESSFUL INTERNATIONALIZATION STRATEGY

"After failing to generate business in

Devir

especially

Mexico through 3rd parties and half-

trustworthy distribution partners who had

hearted initiatives, we finally decided

adequate resources as well as ambitions

to invest in our own office there,

to grow the company's category and

resulting in what should be our 2nd

brand.

most profitable market in 2022. Having

ultimately wasted their time with this

stock in the market for rapid restocking

approach.

Devir

struggled

experienced

to

that

find

they

was critical to our success and we were
the only ones who could fully represent

Devir finds it important to always open

our own interests when growing the

offices in new markets and furthermore,

business."

to

hire

experienced,

connected

professionals, and be willing to invest in
Expanding there, Devir took a concentric

them - but also highlights that companies

circle approach, starting with specialty

must expect at least a few years to

retailers, later branching out to broad

recover their investment.

market retailers such as book and video
game chains, and finally expanding into
intended department stores and massmarket chains.

MINILAND
Spain

COMPANY PROFILE

FOCUS AREAS

Miniland

Sustainability:

has

been

accompanying

parents, teachers, and children on their

Miniland Grow Green Project

journey of growth for more than 50

Miniland is in the process of obtaining

years. Miniland is a Spanish medium-

BCORP certification

sized

Eco-friendly

company

employees

with

that

around

empower

100

parents,

materials

and

eco-

friendly designs and products.

teachers, and children to develop their
full potential.

Digitalization:
Apps used with connected products

Miniland has two product lines:
Miniland

baby

products

The
include

digital

teach&play

project
for

Miniland

preschool

and

feeding, baby care, health, sleep,

elementary school teachers

and safety, providing a wide variety

New B2B platform and CRM system

of innovative products to help make

Launching

life easier for parents.

support the presence in the digital

Miniland educational toys include

retail market worldwide.

educational
develop
intelligences,

toys

designed

children’s
placing

of

a

new

strategy

to

to

multiple
particular

Gender perspective
All our products are developed and

emphasis on social skills, emotional

designed for all genders

learning, and values.

Instructions use inclusive language

SUCCESSFUL INTERNATIONALIZATION STRATEGY

Miniland has successfully expanded to

Italy is Miniland's second-biggest market

the US. Already at the beginning, the

for baby products. The company uses

company experienced that the US is a

external agents per area to sell the

market, where you must be present to

products and has therefore approached

experience good results.

Italy

the

same

way

as

Miniland

approaches its biggest, local market.
"We decided to approach this market 12
years ago by creating a subsidiary

After

company

a

important number of shops, a local

subsidiary it is necessary to have local

marketing agency is hired to build the

employees there, as it is not possible to

Miniland brand in the country.

there.

When

creating

placing

the

products

in

an

manage the subsidiary properly from a
distance".

"If you want to expand to markets
around your local market, we suggest

Miniland would suggest first approaching

implementing the same strategy you

the US market by a local distributor or

are following in your main market. It will

selling directly to main key accounts.

give

Once you get positive feedback it is time

situation"

to explore other options.
According to Miniland, a marketing plan in
the country is crucial. Furthermore, the
company highlights that any investments
in international markets need at least 3-4
years before break-even.

you

better

control

over

the

CAYRO
Spain

COMPANY PROFILE

FOCUS AREAS

Cayro is a family business that has been

Cayro has a strong focus on:

running for three generations. Since

Sustainability:

1954, the company has produced toys

All cardboard and paper used for

and

games are recycled

games

for

everyone

to

join

regardless of age. At Cayro fun and play

Most of the wood used is FSC

are essential parts of the product

Water

development

chemical paint

and

selling

process,

paint

is

used

instead

of

where the shopkeepers enable people

Organic varnish (as bee wax)is used

to enjoy the games. Most of Cayro's

instead of chemical paint

games have a learning component and

Elimination of all one-use plastic from

help children develop certain abilities.

the products
Recycled plastic is used if plastic is

To

continuously

develop

toys

and

needed in the components.

games the best way, the Cayro travels
to national and international leisure fairs,

Gender and inclusiveness:

where they also have the possibility to

All

show off their products. Furthermore,

designed for all genders

Cayro is active on Youtube where the

All instructions use inclusive language

company

shares

inspiration

for

everyone around the world who want to
play more and better.

products

are

developed

and

SUCCESSFUL INTERNATIONALIZATION STRATEGY

Cayro operates in international markets as

According to Cayro, to experience a

the Latam countries, the Middle East,

successful internationalization, the first

Australia, and New Zealand. According to

step is knowing the market, talking about

the company, the products are successful

average

in these countries due to the following

distributors, and legal restrictions. The

reasons:

best way to enter a market is to make a
to

prices,

visit

the

type

market

of

retailers,

The educational philosophy of the

trip

and

do

a

products

widespread store check to understand

High perceived value

the market properly.

Competitive prices
No language barriers

"It is important to adapt the product to
the market and find the correct partner

The most popular games in these markets

for your product. It's a good idea to

are classic games and games for children

participate in any show where you can

between 3 and 7 years. To sell the

meet with retailers or distributors from

products,

the new market - be aware of who your

Cayro

is

working

educational distributors and retailers.

with

potential customers are."

